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SUGI approach to monitoring

• **Novel and proactive approach** to innovation and impact delivery at programme and projects‘ level

• **Objectives:**
  → Facilitate conditions and opportunities for stakeholder engagement by generating a collaborative environment for the effective innovation and impact delivery to the Urban Innovation Ecosystem.

  → Enhance the exchange and liaison in research and innovation.

  → Enhance exchange of resulting knowledge/innovation, between European and global communities and markets.
SUGI Projects' inputs

- 2 annual progress reports, 1 final report
- 2 annual policy briefs, 1 final policy brief
- 2 annual innovation briefs, 1 final innovation brief
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- SUGI Expert Committee on Innovation and Impact Delivery (ECIID)
  - 6 globally highly renowned experts with complementary competences - from academia to practitioners

How is ECIID going to operate?
- With the support of the monitoring team the ECIID will develop a Toolkit with definitions, indicators and benchmarks to assess innovation and impact projects are making through their lifetime

- ECIID will meet annually → not to grade projects’ progress, rather to support you with their feedback → recommendations on how to further enhance innovation-driven processes and maximise impact of your work
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Feedbacks’ flows:

• **Project Coordinators’ Group** (15, meets twice a year)

• **Project Officers Group** (15, participate at projects’ meetings, link between PCG and ECIID)

• Policy & Innovation Briefs used by the **SUGI Communication team** to reach out to policy makers, cities and industry

***

• JPI Urban Europe and Belmont forum FAs (systemic feedback)
Your motivation

To make a difference!

... new knowledge ...

... co-creation ...

... innovation ...

... new integrated solutions ...

... transformations ...
Our motivation

By providing expert advice, to support and assist you in opening new pathways to make that difference - to have impact.
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